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Zia & Tia introduces its collection of Organic hand knit clothing for baby and children. Lovingly hand 

knitted and made with 100% Certified Organic wool or Organic cotton 

 

Zia & Tia , is thrilled to introduce its new collection of Organic hand knit clothing for baby and children.  

 

The collection is lovingly hand knitted and includes organic hand knit baby & children's sweaters, dresses, capes, 

baby blankets, layettes, hats, booties, all made with 100% Certified Organic wool and Organic Cotton. Each 

beautiful organic baby hand knit takes weeks of meticulous hand knitting to create these heirloom pieces. Vintage 

inspired designs are one of a kind keepsakes with no two pieces alike.  

 

Committed to using only the purest organic yarns, free of pesticides, harmful chemicals and toxic dyes; 100% 

Certified Organic Merino wool is spun entirely from unbleached, 3 ply or 8 ply un-dyed 

Merino Fleece Wool, the organic colored wool is 100% Certified Organic, available in 7 beautiful warm 

colors made from plant and tree extracts. 

 

Zia & Tia also includes a broad range of luxury organic products all in one place. The site has 45 lines and offers 

everything from adorable custom-made baby clothes, exquisite linens and organic sustainable furniture, to specialty 

pet products and delectable organic vegan sweets. The offering is broad but all share the principles of responsible 

luxury, creating beautiful Organic handmade goods, that don’t cost the earth. We create products for Zia & Tia that 

are handmade, organic, fair trade, chemical-free and non-toxic. We are a company with a conscience, committed to 

the environment, sustainable agriculture, 

responsible manufacturing practices & advancing the livelihoods of children & women worldwide. 

 

A Responsible Luxury company creating Organic heirloom hand knits and handmade bedding for children & your 

home that don’t cost the earth We are a company with a conscience, committed to advancing the livelihoods of 

children & women. 

 

 

 

 


